Overview of QUT Virtual Mobile

The QUT Virtual mobile web application (QUT Virtual Mobile) provides students and staff access to key information and services anytime, anywhere on your mobile device.

QUT Virtual Mobile is designed to work on a large range of web capable mobile devices and is accessed from your mobile’s web browser.

This new application enables staff and students to access QUT Virtual ‘on the go’, presenting the most popular and useful QUT Virtual functions in a mobile-friendly format.

Device Requirements

QUT Virtual Mobile is designed to work on a large range of web capable mobile devices. In order to use QUT Virtual Mobile your device should:

- support a WiFi/3G or GPRS data connection
- be capable of making HTTPS (secure) connections
- be capable of storing cookies

Important: QUT Virtual Mobile is a free service. Extra data charges may apply when accessing QUT Virtual Mobile on your mobile device. QUT Virtual does not accept responsibility for any data charges that may be incurred by QUT Virtual Mobile usage.

Feedback

Do you have suggestions on how to improve the QUT Virtual Mobile? Are there other functions you would like to see?

See us your ideas and feedback to: qutvirtual@qut.edu.au.

If you also have troubles accessing QUT Virtual Mobile, let us know and tell us what device you are using.

Continue browsing the Quick Reference Guide on how to access QUT Virtual Mobile, how to switch between QUT Virtual views, and what functions are available for students and staff.
**Accessing QUT Virtual Mobile**

You will be automatically directed to QUT Virtual Mobile if you access the QUT Virtual web site [http://qutvirtual.qut.edu.au](http://qutvirtual.qut.edu.au) from your mobile device.

Your QUT username and password will be required to log in.

**Switching between QUT Virtual and QUT Virtual Mobile**

When logging in to QUT Virtual, there are three views of QUT Virtual that can be accessed via the footer at the bottom of any QUT Virtual page, using any web-enabled device:

1. **Standard**: QUT Virtual 'standard' is the full version of QUT Virtual and provides the user with access to all features and functionality.

2. **Mobile**: QUT Virtual Mobile 'mobile' version is aimed at mobile devices such as the iPhone, iPod Touch and Android handsets where the user navigates the website via a touch screen. Navigation elements have been specifically designed so that they can be interacted with via the touch of a finger.

3. **Lite**: QUT Virtual Mobile 'lite' version is aimed at mobile devices where the user navigates the website via a keypad. However, any user possessing a recent mobile device can access the 'lite' version if they wish to have a largely text-based, minimal image user experience.
QUT Virtual Mobile student view

The student view of QUT Virtual Mobile’s ‘mobile’ and ‘lite’ view, has access to view the following functions and information:

- Messages
- Calendar
- Study
  - Unit & Class Enrolment
  - Exam Timetable
  - Unit Results
- I.T.
  - Internet Quota
  - Print Balance
  - eStore (H Drive) (your personal data storage service)
  - I.T. Service Status (IT Helpdesk updates)
- Campus Shuttle Bus Times
- Important Contacts

Hint: If you think you’ll use QUT Virtual Mobile often, why not save it as a “bookmark” on your mobile device?

Figure 4 – QUT Virtual Mobile ‘mobile’ view for students

Figure 5 – QUT Virtual Mobile ‘lite’ view for students

Having trouble? Contact the IT Helpdesk:
(07) 3138 4000 | www.ithelpdesk.qut.edu.au
QUT Virtual Mobile staff view

The staff view of QUT Virtual Mobile’s ‘mobile’ and ‘lite’ view, has access to view the following functions and information:

- Messages
- People Search
- I.T.
  - eStore (H Drive) (your personal data storage service)
  - I.T. Service Status (IT Helpdesk updates)
- Campus Shuttle Bus Times
- Important Contacts

Hint: If you think you’ll use QUT Virtual Mobile often, why not save it as a “bookmark” on your mobile device?

Figure 6 – QUT Virtual Mobile ‘mobile’ view for staff

Figure 7 – QUT Virtual Mobile ‘lite’ view for staff